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ABSTRACT
The HabEx mission concept is intended to directly image planetary systems around nearby stars, and to perform a wide
range of general astrophysics and solar system observations. The baseline HabEx design would use both a coronagraph
and a starshade for exoplanet discovery and characterization. We describe a lower-cost alternative HabEx mission design,
which would only use a starshade for exoplanet science. The starshade would provide excellent exoplanet science
performance, but for a smaller number of detected exoplanets of all types, including exoEarth candidates, and a smaller
fraction of exoplanets with measured orbits. The full suite of HabEx general astrophysics and solar-system science would
be supported.

1

INTRODUCTION

In 2016 NASA commissioned a study to define a Habitable Exoplanet Observatory (HabEx), a space observatory whose
primary mission would be the discovery and characterization of habitable planets like Earth, orbiting nearby sunlike stars,
and which would offer unprecedented capabilities for solar system science and astrophysics in general 1-4. The HabEx study
team adopted 3 fundamental goals to capture this charter: To seek out nearby worlds and explore their habitability; To map
out nearby planetary systems and understand the diversity of the worlds they contain; and To open up new windows on the
universe from the UV through near-IR. As described in the HabEx Final Report1, these general goals are subdivided into
17 specific scientific objectives, which define the observational capabilities needed for a HabEx mission architecture.
The study team was also tasked with providing at least one mission concept that could be implemented for under $5 billion.
As its preferred, baseline architecture, the HabEx study team designed a 4-meter “hybrid” observatory: an unobscured,
off-axis space telescope using 2 methods for high dynamic-range imaging. This “HabEx 4H” architecture uses both an
internal coronagraph instrument, and a separate starshade spacecraft, to suppress the light from a target star, and make
visible the much dimmer light of its orbiting planets. The coronagraph, as a completely self-contained instrument, provides
the ability to measure many target systems, switching between them merely by repointing the telescope, but imposes many
challenging requirements on the telescope and instruments. The starshade provides higher quality observations, and is
more efficient for spectroscopy of the planets, but requires large time- and fuel-consuming maneuvers to switch between
targets. The hybrid architecture uses the coronagraph to discover planets and measure their orbits, through multiple revisits.
The starshade is used for the deep spectroscopic observations that probe the chemistry of the highest-value exoplanets: the
candidate exoEarths.
The cost of the 4-meter HabEx 4H hybrid mission is likely larger than $5 billion, however, and so the team also studied 8
other architectures, with reduced but still flagship-class capabilities. Three aperture size classes were considered: 4, 3.2
and 2.4 meters; and 3 different high dynamic-range imaging approaches were considered: starshade-only, coronagraphonly, and hybrid missions which use both methods. A full comparison of the scientific capabilities of these missions, and
of their projected costs, is provided in the HabEx Final Report1.
This paper describes starshade-only HabEx mission designs that would cost less than the hybrid architectures, while
meeting all but two of the HabEx science objectives at the goal or threshold level. It describes the “HabEx 3.2S,” 3.2meter class design in some detail (actual aperture is 3.34 m) (Fig. 1). A more capable, 4-meter aperture starshade-only
architecture, “HabEx4S,” is also presented as an upscaling of the HabEx 3.2S architecture.
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2

HABEX STARSHADE-ONLY ARCHITECTURE

Why starshade-only, and not coronagraph-only? This choice comes down to preferring scientific quality over scientific
quantity. The HabEx report details many exoplanet scientific objectives, along with the types of observations needed to
accomplish them. In almost every case, achieving the ultimate goal requires use of a starshade. While coronagraphs are
better for searching for planets, and for measuring planetary orbits, they are less capable than starshades for the in-depth
observations that are needed to thoroughly characterize exoplanet atmospheres, in the search for habitability. Coronagraphs
are limited in throughput, bandpass, and field of view, whereas starshades provide wide field broadband imaging and
efficient spectroscopy. The scientific penalty of a starshade-only mission is fewer numbers of exoEarth candidate planets
discovered, as maneuvering the starshade between different observations uses up fuel, limiting the number of separate
targets to about 100 – unless the starshade can be refueled, or a second starshade is provided.
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Figure 1. (left) Key HabEx mission requirements. (right) Overall view of the HabEx 3.2S Observatory. Exploded diagrams
show the payload and bus assemblies. The payload includes the telescope, optical instruments, and supporting structures,
thermal and electronics subsystems. The bus provides the flight systems, including avionics, power, communications and
propulsion. The Payload Interface Plate (PIP) provides a modular interface, allowing payload and bus to be assembled
separately, then brought together before launch.

Eliminating the coronagraph simplifies the telescope to reduce cost, by eliminating a complex optical instrument, but more
significantly, by removing the extremely stringent constraints that a coronagraph imposes on the telescope. The need for
an unobscured, off-axis telescope configuration is removed, so that HabEx 3.2S and 4S can use a traditional, compact onaxis configuration. This allows these telescopes to fit into a 5 m launch vehicle shroud, such as the current Delta IV Heavy
or future Vulcan Centaur, saving the cost of the SLS 1B launch vehicle needed for a coronagraph-equipped HabEx. The
requirement for an ultra-stable wavefront, needed to preserve coronagraph contrast during long observations is also
removed, relaxing WF requirements from picometers to an overall budget totaling 30 nm. And, by using a light-weight
segmented mirror, whose manufacture is within the current state of practice, the telescope spacecraft launch mass is
reduced to 7,280 kg for HabEx 3.2S, and to 8,580 kg for HabEx 4S, compared to 18,440 kg for the HabEx 4H baseline.
Some aspects of the HabEx 3.2S architecture duplicate design choices made for the HabEx 4H mission concept, choices
that enable the low disturbance environment needed to accomplish sensitive measurements. First, both telescope and
starshade flight systems will launch separately and operate at Earth-Sun L2, providing a stable thermal environment and
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greater field of regard than available in Earth orbit. Both architectures also use low-disturbance colloidal microthrusters
instead of reaction wheels or control-moment gyros, for ultra-low image jitter. For payload thermal control, both telescopes
use similar passive architectures, avoiding any risk of disturbance and thermal design complexity from active thermal
control with cryocoolers. The scarfed telescope barrels act as a sun shade, keeping sunlight out of the barrel interior for
science observations in directions ranging from anti-Sun to within 40° of the Sun; starshade observations are limited to
40°–83° sun angle to keep the Sun away from the obscuring disc face. Both telescope power system designs use fixed
solar arrays, for rigidity and simplicity.
Serviceability is also a consideration for HabEx 3.2S. The instruments are designed to be accessed by a manipulator
approaching from the side of the spacecraft, so that key components can be replaced. The telescope bus propulsion system
can be refueled. Servicing of the starshade is identical across both architectures, as described in the HabEx report.

3

THE HABEX 3.2S OBSERVATORY PAYLOAD

The HabEx 3.2S payload consists of the Optical Telescope Assembly (OTA) and 3 scientific optical instruments: the
Starshade Instrument (SSI), the Ultraviolet Spectrograph (UVS) 11, and the HabEx Workhorse Camera (HWC), as shown
in Fig. 2. The payload also includes 2 Fine Guidance System cameras, FGS A and FGS B, which are used to measure the
telescope line of sight for attitude control purposes. These instruments are similar in concept to the HabEx 4H instruments,
including all features and modes, while their layout has been adapted for the different optical design.
Optical Telescope Assembly. The basic configuration of the HabEx 3.2S OTA and instruments is sketched in Figure 2.
Light entering the telescope is reflected from its 3.34 m aperture diameter, f/1.3 primary mirror (PM), to the secondary
mirror (SM), placed 4 m above the PM. From the SM it is reflected through a gap in the middle of the PM into the
instrument bay. There it encounters six separate tertiary mirrors (TMs), defining six separate instrument fields of view:
four science fields and two FGS fields. The TMs collimate the light entering each instrument, so that the telescope optical
configuration is afocal, with 1/150×-class beam magnification. The TMs are contained in a central core optics structure,
keeping them rigidly aligned to the aft metering structure to provide an alignment reference for the rest of the optics. Fold
mirrors direct the light from each field into its respective instrument, except for the UVS. The afocal beam interfaces make
the instruments more robust to misalignment to the core optics, important since most are designed to be removable and
replaceable for on-orbit servicing.

Figure 2. Optical layout, showing Optical Telescope Assembly (OTA), the three science instruments, the two guiders, and
the instrument fields of view. The total telescope Field of View (FOV) is about 0.26x0.14 degrees (16x8 arcmin).

HabEx 3.2S uses active optics, with mirrors that can be controlled, to ensure that its optical performance goals are met,
even if there are unanticipated problems on orbit—such as occurred to the Hubble Space Telescope5,6. Key elements in
the active control design are: a controlled, segmented PM, wavefront sensing and control (WFSC), and laser truss
metrology (MET). The PM segments are equipped with rigid body actuators to align and phase the six separate mirrors
into one coherent whole, and figure control actuators, to ensure that each segment has the correct optical figure. The SM
will have rigid body actuators to allow the telescope to be focused and collimated after its rough ride to orbit. Star images
and spectra from the science instruments will be computer processed on the ground to measure the WFE across the fields
of view (FOVs) of each camera. Then PM and SM actuators will be set to optimize optical quality across all the
instruments. WFSC is primarily used to initialize the telescope after launch, correcting the expected large initial errors.
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Then occasional recalibration observations will be done to monitor and correct long-term drifts. To ensure that the
telescope remains precisely in the optimal configuration as determined by WFSC, MET continuously measures the position
of each major optical assembly, closing the loop with the rigid body actuators to keep the telescope aligned.
The HabEx 3.2S segmented PM can be built within the current space-qualified mirror state-of-practice. Its segments, at
1.4 m size, are within the 2.4 m capability proven by previous missions. The PM segments have a first fundamental
vibration mode of 300 Hz. Segment control increases in operational complexity as WFSC is needed to phase the mirrors
after launch. Nonetheless, WFSC and MET give HabEx resilience to the sorts of problems that have limited other missions
in the past: optical testing errors; unexpected environmental conditions; gravity release prediction errors; changes induced
by launch loads; misalignments between instruments; and mirror fabrication errors. All these can be corrected on orbit by
the HabEx 3.2S WFSC system, reducing mission performance risk, and relaxing fabrication and alignment tolerances.
Science Instruments. The 3 science instruments each have imaging, photometric and spectroscopic modes, selectable
using flip-in mirrors, filter wheels, or even a grating slider mechanism (Fig. 3). Some modes can be run in parallel, such
as UV, visible and IR channels in the Starshade Instrument (SSI). Others are mutually exclusive, such as the imager or
spectrograph modes of the Workhorse Camera (HWC). The SSI is equipped with starshade guide modes, selectable using
flip-in Pupil Imaging Lenses (PILs) in the UV and IR channels. When observing with the starshade, one channel (UV or
IR) will be run in guide mode, to track the starshade shadow and guide the position of the starshade to preserve high
contrast, while the other channels are used for science, as described in Report Chapter 6. Overall there are 11 different
focal planes, 9 of which are used for science or starshade guiding, and 2 for fine line of sight guiding.

Figure 3. HabEx 3.2S payload block diagram, showing the scientific optical instruments, including the various channels and
modes.

Optical Design. The telescope optics were designed together with the UVS, whose sensitivity depends on having a
minimum number of optical surfaces, and which requires spot sizes under 30 um, both at the telescope Cassegrain focus,
where a Micro Shutter Array (MSA) is placed, and at the focal plane itself, for the full 3 arcmin square field. The MSA is
an array of tiny 80 by 180 um shutters, which when opened in the area around a target point, pass the target light through
to the gratings and focal plane7. In this way programmable slits can be generated to isolate particular objects for
spectroscopic analysis, while blocking light from neighboring objects that would confuse the measurement.
These requirements were met with a 2-mirror telescope fore-optics configuration, with a high quality image at the
Cassegrain focus. In the UVS a Tertiary Mirror (TM) collimates the beam and sends it to the UVS gratings. Since the
beam is collimated, the gratings can all be straight-ruled on flat substrates, which are easy to fabricate. A final focusing
mirror provides the needed image quality across the full 3 arcmin field at the UVS focal plane. This OTA + UVS design
has only 5 reflections total, which is the minimum number capable of meeting all UVS requirements. The same foreoptics
provide equal optical quality to the other instruments, in their respective FOV (Fig. 2). Each instrument has its own TM,
all of which are rigidly aligned to the OTA core optics assembly, providing an afocal interface to each instrument,
significantly easing the alignment of the instrument optics to the OTA.
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Wavefront Error Budget. The top level optical performance requirement for HabEx 3.2S is that it be diffraction limited
at a wavelength of 400 nm in the UV and visible bands1,4,5. This corresponds to a requirement that the total system
Wavefront Error (WFE) not exceed 30 nm in the UV and visible instruments. The HabEx 3.2S WFE budget of Fig. 4 flows
down the top-level 30 nm requirement to the key observatory subsystems, setting measurable performance requirements
for each subsystem, and a margin (RSS) of 14 nm.
The 30 nm total WFE requirement is the same as specified for the coronagraph-equipped HabEx H and C architectures,
but the allocation of the errors to the various subsystems differs. In particular, the starshade-only HabEx S variants do not
need picometer-level WF stability. The HabEx 3.2S WFE budget therefore allocates a more relaxed 10 nm WFE to drift
terms, such as thermally driven deformations and misalignments. This compares to the HabEx H and C requirements1:
≤ 1 nm RMS for WF drift effects slower than 1 mHz; and ≤ 5 pm RMS for WF effects that occur faster than 1 mHz.

Figure 4. Wavefront error budget, showing allocations to the major subsystems of the observatory, after Wavefront Sensing
and Control (WFSC). The 30 nm total wavefront error is the same as that specified for HabEx4H, but the sub-allocations
differ. HabEx 3.2S has a much-relaxed WFE drift requirement, since it does not have a coronagraph.

Figure 4 is a post-WFSC budget, where the allocated levels of WFE include the compensating effects of the WFSC system,
which measures the system WFE and corrects it using PM and SM actuators. Residual errors, due to imperfections in the
WFSC control process, are bookkept in the WFSC errors column, which totals 11 nm. Similarly, the Drift WFE includes
the compensating effects of the Laser Truss Metrology system, which makes continuous nm-precision measurements of
the optics, and feeds back low bandwidth corrections to the WF Control actuators, to preserve the alignments established
by the WFSC system. Further details are provided below.
Telescope Structures. Requirements for the telescope structures are to survive launch, to provide high stiffness during
imaging operations, to be thermally very stable, and not to introduce any microdynamics: small pops or lurches that can occur
at joints or latches during changes in strain. The structure is engineered together with the thermal system to meet these
requirements through five design decisions. First, to use high stiffness, low-expansion composite materials. Second, the
scarfed outer barrel structure shades optical structures from direct sunlight while providing support for solar cells and
radiators. Third, modular payload-to-spacecraft bus interfaces using a shared Payload Interface Plate (PIP) hold the barrel
sunshade and various payload electronics assemblies away from the critical optical structures. Fourth, a rigid Aft Metering
Structure (AMS) supports the OTA optics and the instrument assemblies. The AMS is isolated from PIP stresses using
flexured struts, to prevent barrel or bus structural strains from distorting the optical train. Fifth, there are no deployed
structures in the optical load path. Only the outer barrel cover is deployable and recloseable, for contamination control.
Figure 5 overviews OTA structure and its components. The AMS is the structural core of the telescope: a thick, stiff
composite plate that is thermally controlled to remain extremely stable. The AMS top side directly supports the Secondary
support structure and the PM segment assemblies. Its underside supports the core optics assembly, which hold the fold
mirrors and TMs for the instruments, and the struts and rails that support the instruments themselves.
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The PIP serves as the support plate for non-instrument payload electronics. Most instrument electronics boxes are attached
to their respective instrument enclosures, so that they can be removed and replaced along with the instruments during onorbit servicing. The PIP also supports the outer barrel assembly, the scarfed 4.3 m wide cylindrical tube that keeps sunlight
from illuminating any optically sensitive structures or components.
The outer barrel assembly will be a large, stiff, honeycomb composite structure. It serves as a sunshield and light baffle,
and as support for the radiator and solar array assemblies. It is also a contamination protection shroud, equipped with a
door which is closed during integration and launch. The door is opened early in on-orbit checkout operations, to allow
volatiles to escape the OTA. It remains open during operations, but can be reclosed for servicing, to prevent propulsion
byproducts from the servicing vehicle from contaminating the optics.
SSS
SMA: Secondary Mirror Assembly
SM: Secondary Mirror
PMA: Primary Mirror Assembly
PM: Primary Mirror
RBA: Rigid Body Actuators
FCA: Figure Control Actuators
AMS: Aft Metering Structure
SSS: Secondary Support Structure
SMS: Secondary Mirror Struts
PIP: Payload Interface Plate
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Figure 5. (left) OTA structures, shown with the instruments, electronics, and thermal hardware in place. (right) Inverted view
of the area behind the PM, showing the thermal heat pipe raceways providing cooling to the payload electronics and detectors.

Primary Mirrors. As sketched in Fig. 6 each PM segment assembly consists of an ultra low expansion (ULE) glass
substrate mounted to an intermediate reaction structure by flexured struts. Also connecting the reaction body and mirror
substrate are 23 figure control actuators, which are used to adjust the mirror optical figure in the WFSC process. The figure
control actuators use force feedback methods to ensure forces on the substrate are constant, and that any thermal
deformations of the reaction body are not transmitted to the substrate. The reaction structure-mirror substrate assembly is
mounted to the payload baseplate so that each segment can be commanded with a six degree-of-freedom motion envelope.
When installed, adjacent pairs of segments will be surrounded by a thermal enclosure, with heaters keeping the assembly
temperatures stable at the required operating temperatures. Laser MET beam launchers, used by the WFSC system to
continuously measure the optical alignments, are attached to the substrate. The glass substrate consists of a lightweight
ULE core, sandwiched between a front plate and a back plate 7,8. Mass areal density of the substrate is designed to be 20
kg/m2, with the first bending mode occurring at a frequency of 300 Hz.
PM segment figure error is the largest contributor to the WFE budget of Figure 4, at 18 nm WFE rms, even after the effect
of WFSC. Note that 18 nm WFE corresponds to 9 nm surface figure error, since these errors are doubled upon reflection.
The segment WFE budget is presented in Fig. 6. The expected WFE performance of the HabEx 3.2S segment design,
assuming current fabrication processes and figure control actuator correction, is 16 nm rms, meeting the 18 nm rms
allocation with 8 nm margin. The residual errors reflect current fabrication processes and experience, and are dominated
by gravity removal errors, radius of curvature matching errors, coating stresses, temperature change and mounting effects.
PM Segment Thermal Control. Each pair of PM segment assemblies is surrounded by a thermal enclosure, or can: a
thin, very lightweight composite structure, surrounding the sides and back of the segment substrates. It is equipped with
heaters and temperature sensors, and covered by multi-layer insulation, to form a tightly-controlled thermal environment.
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Closed-loop thermal control maintains the nominal 270 K mirror temperature to ±1 mK. Each thermal can includes a rim
strip, used to mask the edges of the segments, so that the uncoated, edges of the glass substrate are not directly exposed to
cold space. The rim strip also serves as an optical mask for the segment edges, extending 5 mm over the reflective surface.
This small masked part of the segments can therefore have slightly relaxed figure specifications. The heater power required
to maintain segments and SM at 270 K is 520 W.

Actuator

Honey Dipper

Flexures (6)
RS
(Reaction
Structure)

Actuator Shaft

Mirror
Segment

Figure 6. Left: HabEx 3.2S primary mirror segment design, showing the glass mirror substrate attached to its reaction body
support structure via struts and FCAs. The reaction body is in turn attached to Aft Metering Structure (AMS) by Rigid Body
Actuators (RBAs). Right: Mirror Surface Figure Error (SFE) budget, showing both nominal (uncorrected by WFSC), and
WFSC-corrected performance, which sums to 16 nm rms WFE, meeting the 18 nm allocation of Fig. 4 with 8 nm margin.

Telescope Operations. The Wavefront Sensing and Control (WFSC) system assures that the telescope optics meet WFE
requirements. It uses star images and spectra to measure the large initial errors in the system, and then commands actuators
to correct those errors using methods developed for JWST 14-16. During operations, it uses laser distance gauges to
continuously measure the position of each optic relative to its commanded position, and corrects any drifts using the rigid
body actuators. WFSC compensates errors everywhere in the beam train, establishing and preserving the WFE
performance specified in the WFE budget of Fig. 4. WFSC initialization operations are summarized in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. WFSC Initialization process, run at the beginning of the mission to establish the needed high optical quality, and
provide alignment set points for the MET maintenance system.

The laser truss metrology (MET) system is a network of 42 laser distance gauges configured in an optical truss, to measure
42 rigid-body degrees of freedom between each segment and the SM, and between the SM and the AMS. As illustrated in
Figure 8, each distance gauge consists of a beam launcher at one end of the measured distance, and a corner cube at the
other17-19. A collimated probe beam from each laser gauge beam launcher propagates through free space and is reflected
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back from the corner cube, which may be many meters away. The beam is reflected back to the beam launcher where it
couples into fiber optics. There it is mixed with a reference beam that is reflected within the beam launcher, to generate
interference fringes. Phasemeter electronics using heterodyne detection methods measure the phase of the probe beam
relative to the reference beam—thus measuring the distance between the beam launcher and the corner cube. The light
source for all of the beams comes from a single redundant laser, feeding a fiber distribution network. The laser wavelength
is about 1.5 µm, and the transmitted beam power is 1 µW per gauge. The laser is stabilized to a molecular line. The
phasemeter electronics are derived from the flight-proven, picometer accuracy laser gauge systems demonstrated on orbit
by LISA Pathfinder and GRACE Follow-On. Current noise performance is <1 nm per gauge; the technology work
Laser4H
Metrology
Overview
identified for the HabEx
baseline mission
will meet all MET needs for HabEx 3.2S.
Beam Launcher

Beam Launcher placement

- Optimized for sensitivity
toBeam Launcher (BL) Placement
- Largest possible spacing between BLs
6DOF motion
- BLs do not impact gap between segments
- Avoids conflict across gaps

Figure 9. Laser truss metrology (MET) components and configuration. Fiber-fed beam launchers attached to the PM
segments (and to the back-end instrument core optics assembly) illuminate corner cubes mounted to the SM, measuring
all optical alignments continuously to a precision of < 1 nm. Alignment drift is measured and controlled using the RBAs,
to stabilize the observatory beam train, and to precisely implement commanded PM or SM motions.
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Payload thermal system. The payload thermal system uses a combination of active heating and passive cooling methods
to provide mK-level stability for optical structures, cooling for electronics, and cryocooling for detectors. The payload
utilizes a 3-stage radiator, with 5.5 m2 of surface area used to meet margined 240 K electronics cooling requirements; 4.3
m2 to meet margined 130 K focal plane requirements; and, 9 m2 to meet margined 55 K focal plane requirements. Figure
5 shows heat pipe raceways that provide heat transport from each temperature zone to the radiator manifolds.

4

THE HABEX 3.2S OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS

Starshade Occulter and Starshade Instrument (SSI). The HabEx 3.2S starshade occulter and the Starshade Instrument
(SSI) are used together to provide high dynamic range observations, of exoplanets around other stars, and potentially of
other extended scenes surrounding bright central objects, such as disks around QSOs. The HabEx 3.2S starshade occulter
is almost identical in design to the baseline HabEx starshade1. It is 52 m in diameter, with 16 m long petals and a 20 m
hub, but the edges of the petals are shaped to be optimized for the smaller 3.34 m aperture while providing the same <1010 contrast ratio and nearly the same inner working angle (IWA) for the design bandwidth of 300–1,000 nm. The left panel
of Fig. 9 is a simulated SSI image and shows the expected contrast in the SSI focal plane, for the starshade placed at its
nominal distance, at the two extremes of its bandpass. Note that the contrast performance does not suffer from the
segmented HabEx 3.2S aperture.
To observe an exoplanetary system, the 52 m starshade will be maneuvered into position directly on the line of sight
between the telescope and the target star, at a distance of about 76,600 km from the telescope. This will create a conical
shadow, where the shadow is about 1 m wider than the telescope on all sides of the telescope. The shadow keeps starlight
out of the telescope aperture, providing the ≤10-10 contrast over an IWA0.5 of 58 mas needed for exoplanet imaging and
spectroscopy in the 300–1,000 nm waveband. Yet dim features of the shadow can be seen at wavelengths outside the
science band using one of the SSI UV or IR channels in starshade guider mode, with a pupil imaging lens inserted. This
provides measurements of the position of the shadow relative to the stellar line of sight, which the telescope communicates
to the starshade, to help it keep the shadow on the telescope, while the other channels are observing the scene. The right
panel of Fig. 9 also provides an illustration of HabEx 3.2S imaging performance, with a simulated 24 hour observation of
a representative solar system as seen from a distance of 7.2 pc.
The same starshade placed further away from the telescope will provide the same high contrast, providing an IWA of 47
mas over the 200-667 nm band, to enable imaging of exoplanets that may be closer to their stars. Similarly, moving the
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starshade closer, to 43,000 km, provides IR imaging and spectroscopy beyond an IWA of 126 mas, opening up the 5401,800 band for observation. Further starshade details are in the Report 1, Chapter 6.
A representative solar system at 7.2 parsec as seen
by HabEx3.2S + Starshade
FoV = 8x8 arcsec, 60° inclination
λ = 450-975 nm, exposure time = 1 day
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Figure 9. (left) SSI contrast performance at 300 nm and 1000 nm wavelengths, when placed at a distance of 77,000 km from
the telescope. (right) Simulated image of a representative system at a distance of 7.2 pc, as seen in a 24-hour exposure by
HabEx 3.2S. This broadband image clearly shows an inner exoEarth planet, plus others extending to 40 AU. It also shows the
impact of sunlight glinting off of the edges of the sunshade petals. Other features of this simulated scene include the exoZodi,
a Kuiper belt analog, and background galaxies.

The HabEx 3.2S SSI19 field of view was chosen to be 8 arcsecond, meeting Science Objective 5’s threshold requirement
for OWA. The SSI optical layout is shown in Fig. 10. The separate UV, Visible and Near IR channels share the same 8
arcsec diameter field, so that they all can observe the same objects at the same time. Each channel is capable of imaging
or spectroscopic modes, the latter within a narrower, 1.3–2.6 arcsec field. Additionally, the UV and NIR channels also
have starshade guiding modes. A typical operational configuration might utilize the UV channel in guider mode, with the
pupil imaging lens inserted in the beam to create an image of the shadow on the UV detector for starshade guiding, while
the IR and visible channels perform imaging or spectroscopy.

Figure 10. Starshade Instrument, showing IR, Vis and UV channels, with imaging and spectroscopic modes. The IR and UV
channels also are equipped with flip-in Pupil Imaging Lenses

Ultraviolet Spectrograph (UVS). The UVS instrument will provide unprecedented sensitivity and resolution into the far
UV, covering the 115 to 300 nm waveband1,20. Like the Hubble Cosmic Origins Spectrograph before it, it will be an engine
for discovery, probing the flow of matter in and around galaxies near and far. The HabEx 3.2S UVS has sensitivity nearly
matching the HabEx4H UVS, compensating for reduced aperture by a design with greater throughput. The UVS accepts
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light from a field of view centered 0.060° off of the primary mirror axis, encompassing a FOV of 3×3 arcmin, illustrated
in Fig. 2. Selection of objects within that field is made using the microshutter array (MSA), an array of commandable
shutters of 200×100 µm in size, that open to pass light from the selected areas of the FOV 11,12 (Fig. 11). To match the
curved Cassegrain focus, each quadrant of the MSA will be a separate flat array, slightly tilted to match the ideal focal
surface. The maximum diffracted PSF size (50% encircled energy diameter) at the MSA is 31 µm at 300 nm wavelength,
and the likelihood that any random object in the field is not vignetted ranges from 60 to 74% 22.

Figure 11. UV Spectrograph instrument (UVS): a 5-bounce design intended to meet stringent optical quality requirements
while maximizing UV throughput over a 8 amin field. The grating slider enables spectral resolutions from 500 to 60,000
covering the full 115-300 nm waveband, and includes a weak mirror for imaging. The jukebox filter mechanism enables
photometry in the imaging mode.

HabEx Workhorse Camera (HWC). The HWC1,21 is a general-purpose instrument, providing imaging and spectrometry
over three bands: a UV band covering 320 to 450 nm; a visible band covering 450 to 950 nm; and a Near IR band covering
950 to 1,800 nm wavelengths (Fig. 12). The Vis and IR channels share a common 3x3 arcmin field, and a common MSA.
The UV channel views a separate 3x3 arcmin field from the Vis/IR and does not have an MSA, allowing the channel to
have fewer mirrors and higher UV transmission. The switch between imaging and spectrometry modes is implemented
using flip-in grisms located in the filter wheel assemblies. The spectral resolution when in spectroscopic mode is R=1000
in Vis and IR channels. When in imaging mode, the MSA is commanded out of the beam to avoid vignetting. All three
HWC channels are equipped with filter wheels for photometric imaging.

Figure 12. The HabEx Workhorse Camera (HWC), showing UV, Vis, and IR channels, with imaging and spectroscopic modes.

5

THE HABEX 3.2S FLIGHT SYSTEM

The HabEx 3.2S spacecraft bus (Fig. 13) provides the interface to the launch vehicle, with structural support for the payload
during launch operations. It implements critical flight systems, including avionics, power, communications and propulsion.
It performs the maneuvers needed to point and position the observatory for its science observations, following command
sequences communicated from the HabEx ground operations center. It provides command and data handling for the
payload, and transmits station keeping signals to the starshade during joint operations. These capabilities can be achieved
using a standard bus from a spacecraft vendor, e.g., Ball BCP5000. Thus, HabEx 3.2S design emphasizes high-heritage
processes, components and subsystems, drawing on experience with previous space observatories and spacecraft. There
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are only two subsystems that deviate from high-heritage hardware and practice: the colloidal microthrusters used for
precision attitude control and the refuellable propulsion system. Figure 14 summarizes bus functions and interfaces.
The HabEx 3.2S spacecraft is designed to be modular, using simple, well-defined interfaces, so the payload and bus can
be assembled and tested separately, and then brought together at the end of the build cycle for integration. This allows
parallel development and test of the payload and bus, and a shorter overall build schedule. The sole common structural
element is the Payload Interface Plate (PIP), a bolted interface between the payload and bus assemblies (Fig.1). The
modularity of the bus and payload, and the use of commercial spacecraft elements and practices, are important cost saving
measures. Modularity keeps problems in one system from delaying the other. Use of high-heritage bus components,
subsystems and practices keeps the bus development process predictable, while minimizing risk and cost.

Figure 13. HabEx 3.2S Spacecraft bus, showing cylindrical bus structure, propellant tanks, thrusters, star trackers, solar
panels and bus radiators. Grapple fixtures would be used by servicing spacecraft to dock prior to on-orbit servicing.
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Figure 14. HabEx 3.2S bus functional block diagram, showing bus subsystems and interfaces.

Bus structures. The cylindrical bus structure matches the payload structure, enabling direct transfer of structural loads
throught the PIP to the similarly sized launch vehicle adapter. The spacecraft subsystem elements are mounted on a
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equipment mounting panel that closes out the bottom of the cylinder. The equipment mounting panel is a sandwichstructured composite of aluminum facesheets and aluminum honeycomb core. Secondary structures include struts and
bracketry to structurally support the solar panels, propellant tanks, and antenna gimbal. The bus will be attached to the
launch vehicle using a standard payload attachment fixture (PAF) specific to the available enhanced expendable launch
vehicle-class.
Power system. The bus power system consists of solar arrays, batteries, and hardware to support power distribution. The
peak power consumption mode is simultaneous science observation and downlink, totaling 4,000 W with 3,300 W
consumed by the payload and 700 W by the bus. Fixed aft- and barrel-mounted solar panels, 10 and 21 m2 area respectively,
meet HabEx power requirements through all operational sun angles, 40° to 180°. A direct-energy power architecture will
maintain a positive power balance during all spacecraft modes.
Propulsion. HabEx 3.2S propulsion is handled by two separate systems. A low-complexity, monopropellant hydrazine
blow-down design based on previous commercial flight systems will perform spacecraft slews and stationkeeping
maneuvers. A colloidal micro-gravity thruster system will be used to mitigate solar pressure torques and to point the
observatory with milli-arcsecond precision22,23. At L2, solar radiation pressure torques are expected to be 400–500 µN-m.
Four microthrusters will be able to balance the disturbance torque with less than 100% of their maximum thrust.
Communications. The HabEx 3.2S telecommunications subsystem uses a gimbaled 65 cm diameter Ka-band high gain
antenna driven by a 70 W Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier for high-bandwidth communications to the ground. The mission
uses the near-Earth 26 GHz Ka-band downlink spectrum for high-rate mission data downlink at a nominal rate of 150
Mbps, yielding a 130.4 Mbps.
Thermal. The spacecraft thermal system uses heaters to control baseplate temperature for stability, while providing
cooling for heat-generating units such as electronics boxes mounted on the bus lower deck. A circular heat pipe embedded
into the base mounting panel rings the inside of the bus, providing easy access to cooling for the various electronics boxes
on the panel. External jumper heat pipes connect the internal thermal system to the external 3.4 m 2 radiator. Ammonia
filled Constant Conductance Heat Pipes are baselined. The majority of the spacecraft bus will be blanketed using MLI.
Thermal isolation washers between the solar panels and the external radiator thermally isolate these components from the
spacecraft. Blankets will be used with conductive isolation to ensure an adiabatic interface to the instrument deck.

6

SCALABILITY AND TECHNOLOGY READINESS

Scaling up to 4 meters. The HabEx 3.2S architecture is scalable up to 4 m aperture, for launch with the Vulcan Centaur
or Delta IV Heavy. Though not described here, it is also scalable to 6 m aperture, for launch in a SLS 1B 24. The concept
of operations and observing program remain the same for the larger apertures, but total throughput and angular resolution
are improved. At the 4 m aperture size, using the baseline HabEx starshade, HabEx 4S is capable of meeting all but 3 of
the 17 HabEx science objectives at the goal level.
To evaluate HabEx 4S, the HabEx 3.2S optical design was scaled up by a factor of 1.25. This grew the aperture to 4 m,
and the SM-PM distance to 5.4 m. The instruments, their enclosures and devices were grown in proportion. The outer
barrel assembly grew only slightly wider, to an outer dimension of 4.4 m, since it is oversized for the HabEx 3.2S aperture.
A “split-scarf” barrel design, with a recloseable door (Fig. 15) is used to fit the longer telescope into the shroud. The
spacecraft bus was assumed to be the same for HabEx 4S as for HabEx 3.2S, for this first estimate. The overall size of
HabEx 4S is compatible with both launch vehicles, provided the split-scarf payload door is used.
Some architectural changes were required to keep the payload within the 4.6 m width of the dynamic envelope of the
launch vehicles’ 5 m shrouds. The instruments and telescope were rotated within the barrel, to provide clearance between
instrument structures and the aft metering structure support struts. The payload thermal system’s three stage radiator does
not fit within the wider outer barrel assembly, so a single-stage radiator augmented by cryocoolers was used instead. This
reduces the size, mass, and especially the thickness of the payload radiator, and adds the mass needed for cryocoolers and
their vibration isolators. Similarly, a more conformal and larger solar array is required, so the solar array is reconfigured
to use narrower panels.
This upscaled design resulted in a total margined mass of 9,320 kg, much less than the 13,400 kg Vulcan Centaur lift
capability to L2, and it is also less than that of the Delta IV Heavy (10,000 kg). Further work would be required to finalize
the design for HabEx 4S. Nonetheless, this first look indicates that a 4 m starshade-only HabEx is feasible within current
and projected commercial launch vehicle capabilities, and would not require an SLS.
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Figure 15. The 4-meter aperture, starshade only HabEx4S design, scaled from HabEx 3.2S. The smaller radiator was adopted
to provide clearance between the OBA and the launch vehicle fairing, and is enabled by also adopting cryocoolers for the IR
focal planes. Mass and volume, with the split scarf barrel door, are within Vulcan and Delta IV launch vehicle capabilities.

Technology readiness. HabEx 3.2S has 8 technologies currently at TRL 4, and 3 at TRL 5, that need further development.
All these are also needed for the HabEx 4H baseline. They include 5 starshade technologies, 4 instrument technologies,
one spacecraft technology (micro-g thrusters) and one telescope technology (laser truss metrology). One additional TRL
5 technology, the HabEx 3.2S mirror segments, should be noted as an enabling technology. Development from TRL 5 to
TRL 6 would involve fabrication and test of a complete HabEx 3.2S-traceable segment subsystem, including figure control
actuators, demonstrating <18 nm RMS wavefront error in the operational environment.
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